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opposed to an ideal) substantive; (I 'As, V ;*)
u in ;:jS :. [Zeyd, verily he is standin],
(I 'A ,) or ljI [going away]; contr. to the
asertion of Fr. (i.) And when it occurs before
the J which suspends the grammatical govern-
ment of a verb of the mind, preceding it, with
respect to its objective complements; (I 'A4, ],;')
as in.jW 1 3 ; s [I kne Zcyd werily
wms standing]; (I 'AL;) and in [the ]ur lxiii. 1,]
1J .40 ;i -13 [And God Aoweth thou

vnrily art kis apoble]: (I:) but if the is not
in its predicate, you sy, v j; u in i Jl

,W 5U j [I A thUat Zeyd w tanding].
(I'A.) And in the like of the saying in the ]ur

[AIAndrily they who d#er among themsUeles
r cting th book are in an opposition remote
fiom the truth]; because of the J [of inception]
which occurn fter it, in ui: (Ks, A'Obeyd:)
the J of inception which occurs before the predi-
cate of X should properly commence the sentence;

so that, W ""j i [Verily Zeyd is tanding]

ehould properly be tU 1i.3 C;i; but as the J
is a corroborative and X 4 is a corroborative, they
dislike putting two partiolee of the same meaning
together, and therefore they put the J later, trans-
ferring it to the predicate: Mbr allows its being
put bebfore the predicate of V 8; and thus it
occurs in an unusuad reading of the saying [in the

]ur xxv. 22],,At¥ Li,, t[But they
atefood]; but this is explained by the supposition
that the j is here redundant: (I 'AJ& p. 956 :) this
is the reading of Sa'eed Ibn-Jubeyr: others read,

sIXJI, 4 A (3 [but rily they atefood):

and X [as well as .`t] is used after the exceptive
41 when it is not followed by the J [of inception].
(TA.) Also, When it occurs after Uh'; as in
wJI (J w_1n1 [Sit thou where Zeyd
is itting]. (I 'A4 p. 92, and V.) And after

L;-; as in i .- > % ,k [Zeyd
as falle sick, O that verily they Aave no hope

for him]: whereu after a particle governing the
gen. maso, [i. e. a preposition,] you say, 't .
(IHsh in De Sacy's Anthol. Gr. Ar. p. 76.)_.
Either of these two forms may be used after l1
denoting a thing's happening suddenly, or unex-
peotedly; as*in WLs cj %I,, q iIwe ['t
fort, and lo, vrUy Zeyd nw standing], and

Q4 lo 'If 1111 (and lo, or at that presnt
time, Zeyd's a~ding]; in which latter case, O1
with its complement is [properly] an inchoative,
and its enunciative is 1b; the implied meaning
being, and at tlhat prent time was the stading
of Zeyd: or it may be that the enunciative is
suppressed, and that the implied meaning is, [and
lo, or at that pment tim,] th standig of Zeyd
wa an event come to pass. (I '4 p. 9S.) Also,
when oceurring in the complement of an oath, if
ite enuneiative is withont J: (I 'A4 :) [e exs.
given above:] or, as some say, only t' I is used
in this case. (TA.) Albo, when occurring aftder

J denoting the complement of a condition; as in

;,; C> .; [He who cometh to me, verily
he hall be treated with hoAour], and ;j ' P1;
in which latter case, D with its complement is an
inchoative, and the enunciative is suppressed; the
implied meaning being, honourable treatment of
kim shall be an event come to pass: or it may be
an enunciative to an inchoative suppressed; the
implied meaning being, his recompense shall be
hnourabb treatmnt. (I 'A4 p. 94.) Also, when
occurring after an inchoative having the meaning
of a saying, its enunciative being a saying, and
the sayer being one; as in ' j t 0 Jll ti
[The bet saying is, Verily I praie .God], and

'~ tPj; in which latter case, 8[ with its
complement is an enunciative of '.L; the implied
meaning being, the best saying is the praising of
God [or my praising of God]. (I 'Alt ubi suprL)
You also say, .U ~JI X C .i [At thy serice!
Verily praise belongeth to Thee! 0 God]; com-
mencing [Writh C,] a new proposition: and some-
times one says, t 1; meaning I ..1 .jl Ct
[becaue praise belongeth to Taee]. (Myb.)-
The cases in which O;4 may not be used in the
place of have been mentioned above, voce 81.
- [When it has the affixed pronoun of the first
person, sing. or pl.,] you say, 4 and ' L, (9,)

and li and Ul, (TA,) like as you say C and

U.- ; [&e.]. (-g) O1 as a contraction of Ut Ol
has been mentioned above, as occurring in the
phrase, ;U i, voce i! , q. v. -Accord. to the
grammarians, (T,) t.1 is a compound of XO! and it,
(T, 9,) which latter prevents the former's having
any government: (T:) it imports restriction;
like k,l, which see above, voce fl, in three
places: (Mughnee, ]:) [i. e.] it imports the
restriction of that which it precedes to that which

follows it; as in Lk e i L [&Zyd is only

going away], and lg j [Only Zeyd go9e
away]: (Bd in ii. 10:) [in other words,] it is
used to particularize, or specify, or distinguish a
thing from other things: (9:) it affirrs a thing
in relation to that which is mentioned after it, and
denies it in relation to other things; (T, ;) as
in the saying in the Vur [ix. 60], JUJJ. i1l
, jT [Th contributions lied for piow uses
are only, or but, for the poor]: ($:) but El-
Lmidee and Alei say that it does not import
restriction, but only corroboration of an affirma-
tion, because it is a compound of 'the corroborative
i! and the redundant i which restrains the
former from exercising government, and that it
ha no application to denote negation implied in
restriction, as is shown by the trad., .! lS qJL t
; jlI [which must mean, erily uury is in the
dday of payment], for usury is in other things
beside that here mentioned, as & l .l , [or profit
obtained by the superior value of a thing received
over that of a thing given], by common consent:
(Kull p. 76:) some ay that it necessarily imports
restriction: J says what has been cited above from
the 9: some say that it has am overt signification
in denoting restriction, and is susceptible of the
meaning of corroboration: some say the reverse

of this: El-Amidee says that if it were [properly)
restrictive, its occurrence in another sense would
be at variance with the original import; but to
this it may be replied, that if it were [properly]
corroborative, its occurrence in another sense
would be at variance with the original import: it
[therefore] seems that it is susceptible of both
these meanings, bearing one or the other accord-
ing as this or that suits the place. (Msb.) LS! is

to be distinguished from , with the conjunet
[noun] tG, which does not restrain it from govern-
ing [though its government with this is not appa-
rent, and which is written separately]; as in

%1_ C1 imeaning Verily what is wit
thee is good, and in *", G s 81 meaning
Verily thy deed is good. (I 'A pp. 97 and 08.)
-- I1 is sometimes contracted into i1; (9, Mugh-
nee, ;) and in this case, it is made to govern
and is made to have no government: (S:) it is
seldom made to govern in this cnase; often made
to have no government: the Koofees say that it
is not contracted; (Mughnce, 1] ;) and that when
one says, jL; l a1 [the meaning is virtually
Verily Zyd is goig away, but] ;j is a negative
and the J is syn. with '1; but this assertion is
refuted by the fact that some make it to govern
when contracted, as in exs. cited above, vooe ,

q. v. (Mughnee.)_ - It is also syn. with .;
[Ev so; yes; yea]; (Mughnee, ];) contr.to
the opinion of AO. (Muglhnee.) [See also C,
last sentence.] Those who affirm it to have this
meaning cite as an ex. thc following verse (Mugh-
nee, ]*) of 'Obeyd-Allah Ibn-]peys-er-Ruteiy&t:
(,' TA:)

· .a - ... b-

[And they say, (namely, the women,) Hoarines
hath come upon thee, and thou hast beowe old:
and I sny, Evmaen so, or yes, or yea]: (Mughnee,
],:) but this has been rebutted by the saying,

We do not concede that the is here added to
denote the pause, but assert that it is a pronoun,
governed by J in the accus. case, and the pre-
dicate is suppressed; the meaning being, l1
d.L [VerUy it, i. e. the case, is thus]. (Mugh-
nee.) [J says,] The meaning is, Q4 iA .13 i !
· ~ [ Verily it, i. e. the cae, hata beea as ye
say]: A'Obeyd says, This is a curtailment of
the speech of the Arabs; the pronoun being
deemed sufficient because the meaning is known:
and as to the saying of Akh, that it signifies .,,
he only means thereby that it may be so rendered,
not that it is originally applied to that significa-
tion: he says that the * is here added to denote
the pause. (S.) There is, however, a good ex.
of ',1 in the sense of &, in the saying of Ibn.
Ez-Zubeyr, to him who said to him, "May God
curse a she camel which carried me to thee,"
'1;. 3 1, i.e. Eme so, or yes, or yea; and

may God curse her rider: for the suppression of
both the subject and the predicate is not allowable.
(Mughnee.) And hence, accord. to Mbr, the

saying in the ]ur [xx. 66], as thus read, ;,
QIj...J C.i [meaning, if so, Yes, t~e two a
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